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Abstract—In this paper, multi-tier LiFi networks are studied
in terms of energy efficiency (EE) and spectral efficiency (SE),
which are crucial metrics for LiFi system design. We derived
a closed-form expression of the user association probability
for different tiers using stochastic geometry based Poisson
Voronoi Tessellation (PVT) LiFi network. The performance
metrics of the network, EE and SE, are analyzed in terms of
different parameters such as transmit power and Lambertian
index. Performance evaluations and numerical results show
that multi-tier LiFi networks have an optimum transmit power
in which EE is maximized. Besides, increasing the transmit
power does not increase SE after passing a threshold point.
The resulting trade-off between EE and SE is presented.

Keywords—Multi-tier, energy efficiency, spectral efficiency,
visible light communication, LiFi.

I. INTRODUCTION

The tremendous demand for wireless communication mo-
tivates more efficient communication techniques and net-
work topologies. According to [1], mobile networks carried
almost 300 times more mobile data in 2021 than in 2011.
Energy efficiency, high data rate, huge unlicensed spectrum,
and physical layer security all make LiFi, a light-spectrum-
based wireless system, a potential technology to address
the foregoing challenge [2]. Even though LiFi has the
aforementioned advantages compared to conventional RF
networks, an even more efficient LiFi network is highly
desirable to meet future connectivity demands.

To satisfy the excessive mobile traffic demands and to
accommodate the massive number of devices, LiFi network
densification via a multi-tier concept has been identified as
a key mechanism to tackle the mobile traffic challenges
[3]. Having more than one tier in LiFi networks represents
realistic scenarios; however, this concept is quite new in
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the literature and needs better understanding. The different
light sources such as the ceiling, floor, and desk lamps can
be considered as different tiers in LiFi network.

From the very beginning of wireless communication, two
main metrics to measure performance are energy efficiency
(EE) and spectral efficiency (SE) [4]. With the enormous
increase in communication devices, EE, the transmitted data
rate per power consumption, is widely considered in green
communication [4]. SE is defined as the transmitted data rate
per bandwidth. However, an increase in EE often results in
reduced SE. Therefore, a trade-off between SE and EE is
always required.

The previous studies on SE and EE in LiFi/visible light
communications (VLC) networks can be grouped into two
main approaches:

• The first approach is related to the EE and SE in mod-
ulation schemes. All of these studies try to differenti-
ate their studies in regard to schemes, such as the di-
rect current (DC) biased optical orthogonal frequency
division multiplexing (DCO-OFDM), asymmetrically
clipped optical OFDM (ACO-OFDM), OFDM, and
spectral and energy efficient OFDM (SEE-OFDM)
[5]–[9]. However, obtained results are directly related
to physical layer enhancement which is out of the
scope of this study.

• The second approach relies on finding the EE and SE
on the network level. The study in [10] investigated
the trade-off between EE and SE in terms of a new
definition of the EE for indoor VLC systems. In
[11], an outdoor VLC system is evaluated in regard
to EE and SE where an attocell communicate with
more than one devices that are capable of harvesting
optical energy.

None of the these studies investigated a realistic multi-
tier LiFi networks. In the IEEE 802.11bb Task Group on
Light Communications, a multiple tiers case in an office
environment is proposed which includes two different types
of light sources [12]. The authors are not aware of any
theoretical or practical work on SE and EE for multi-tier
LiFi networks. In our previous works, we investigated cross-
tier mobility management in ultra-dense LiFi networks using
stochastic geometry [13], [14]. These earlier papers present
cell coverage scenario based on the half-angle of the primary
and secondary AP light sources. The cross-tier handover



rate, ping-pong rate, and sojourn time as functions of time to
trigger (TTT), AP intensities, and user velocity are presented
as closed-form expressions.

This paper investigates SE and EE in multi-tier LiFi
networks using stochastic geometry and presents an ana-
lytical model. This work is based on a realistic scenario as
contained in ‘Scenario 2: Office with Secondary Light’ in
LiFi standards, produced by the IEEE 802.11bb Task Group
on Light Communication [12]. The major contributions of
this paper are summarized as follows: 1) For the first time
in literature, user association probability in multi-tier LiFi
network is derived; 2) the impacts of system parameters
such as transmit power and Lambertian index on the SE
and EE performance are described. This would contribute
to the design of more practical LiFi networks; 3) finally, we
provide a trade-off point between EE and SE which gives
us a working region.

II. SYSTEM MODEL
A. Network Model

In this work, the scenario is based on ’Scenario 2: Office
with Secondary Light’ which is a part of the LiFi standard
as produced by the IEEE 802.11bb Task Group on Light
communications [12]. This standard accounts for multiple
light sources as access points where the main light source
is mounted on the ceiling and a desktop secondary lamp
for example. Besides, in our previous work, we investigated
the same network model in terms of the cross-tier mobility
management in multi-tier LiFi networks using stochastic ge-
ometry [13], [14]. Figure 1 and Figure 2 show the exemplary
network deployment with two types of light sources; one of
them is the main light sources at the ceiling and the other
is mounted on the desk to provide task lighting.

The hexagonal or square cell shapes are the most common
models for LiFi networks. However, the multiple tiers LiFi
networks generally consist of a number of ‘statistically
random’ APs, such as desktop lamps, ceiling luminaries,
and even LED screen [3]. The wiring complexity, uncertain
lighting requirements, and aesthetic quality make the de-
ployment of LiFi APs completely random [15]. Additionally,
even for a uniform cell deployment, some cells may not
have users. In that case, the downlink transmission can
be switched off, which results in a non-uniform active
cell deployment. Thus, deterministic/regular models for the
distribution of these APs are impractical and non-realistic
[16]. At this point, stochastic geometry helps to model the
unpredictability of users in wireless networks [17]. Besides,
the analytical framework helps in understanding the effect
of various network parameters on the system performance.
Thus, this work uses stochastic geometry for the analysis of
actual LiFi networks.

In [15], it is observed that hexagonal networks, hard-core
point process, or, square networks are lower bounded by
the PPP model. Thus, the APs in this paper are distributed
randomly from two independent PPPs as a worst case
scenario. According to the Slivnyak-Mecke theorem, the sta-
tistical characteristics of homogeneous PPP are independent
from where the observer’s point is located [18]. Thus, it is
assumed that users are located at the origin of an xy-plane.
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Fig. 1: A concept of multi-tier LiFi network with the primary
access points (red stars), the secondary access points (blue
triangles), and the cell borders (blue lines).

In multi-tier LiFi networks, primary access points (PAPs)
are deployed with high transmit optical power, low spatial
density and wider coverage area. On the other hand, sec-
ondary access points (SAP), will be a set of other light
sources, with lower and smaller coverage area than the
PAP. The SAP are very localised and can support higher
date rates. Moreover, it is considered that each SAP is
covered by a PAP. This system has a central control unit
and multiple LiFi transmitters such as in Fig. 1. The frame
control, initiating of the scheme, coordination among APs,
signal processing, and modulation are all implemented at
the central control unit. Besides, the user equipment faces
directly upward.

As shown in Fig. 2, a typical PAP is located at the origin,
and a SAP is located at position xs(d1, d2, d3). For a user
located at (x, y) ∈ R2 and the PAP height from the ground
is h, the distance from user to the PAP (tier = 1), and the
SAP (tier = 2) are given, respectively, by,

du,1 =
√
x2 + y2 + h2, (1)

du,2 =
√
(x− d1)2 + (y − d2)2 + (h− d3)2. (2)

In addition, cos(φp) = cos(ψp) = h√
x2+y2+h2

and

cos(φs) = cos(ψs) = h−d3√
(x−d1)2+(y−d2)2+(h−d3)2

are con-

sidered because UE face is assumed to be directed upward.

B. LiFi Channel Model

The optical wireless-based LiFi channel includes two
main parts which are line-of-sight (LOS) and non-line-of-
sight (NLOS). In this work, only LOS is considered for LiFi
network and the effect of NLOS from the walls and human
shadowing are ignored because reflected signals are very
week and only account for less than 3% of the total received
power [15], [19]. Under these assumptions, the LOS channel
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Fig. 2: The multi-tier LiFi network with the primary access
point and the secondary access point.

gain {Hu,j}j={1,...,K} in tier j for user u is given by [2]:

Hu,j =
(mj + 1)Ar

2πd2u,j
cosmj (φj)Tsg(ψj) cos(ψj), (3)

where du,j denotes the distance from the user to an AP in
tier j, and the Received Optical Intensity, ROIu,j = PjHu,j

can be calculated. Pj is the transmit power in the j-th tier,
Ar is the receiver effective area, ψj is the angle of incidence
with respect to the axis normal to the receiver surface, φj
is the angle of irradiance with respect to the axis normal to
the transmitter surface, Ts is the filter transmission factor,
ψcon is the field-of-view (FOV), g(ψj) is concentrator gain,
and mj is the Lambertian index defined as [2]:

mj = − ln(2)

ln[cos(φ1/2)]
, (4)

where φ1/2 is the semiangle at half illuminance of the
transmitter. The gain of the optical concentrator at the
receiver is defined by [2]:

g(ψj) =

{
n2/ sin2(ψcon), if 0 ≤ ψ ≤ ψcon
0, if ψcon ≤ ψ,

(5)

where n is the refractive index.

III. USER ASSOCIATION PROBABILITY IN MULTI-TIER
LIFI NETWORKS

The ROI is the main criteria for assigning a user to a tier.
Without of loss of generality, it is assumed that one typical
user is served by tier k. Therefore,

ROIu,k(du,k) > ROIu,j(du,j) (6)

PkHu,k(du,k) > PjHu,j(du,j). (7)

When ROIu,k(du,k) > ROIu,j(du,j) for all
j ∈ {1...K}, j ̸= k, a typical user is associated with

the k-th tier, i.e. n = k. The probability that a typical user
is associated with k-th tier, Ak, is derived as follows:

Ak = P[n = k]

=Edk

[
P
[
ROIu,k(du,k) > max

j,j ̸=k
ROIu,j

]]
=Edk

[ K∏
j=1,j ̸=k

P
[
PkHu,k(du,k) > PjHu,j

]]
(a)
=Edk

[ K∏
j=1,j ̸=k

P

[
dj >

√
Pj
Pk

√
mj + 1

mk + 1

×

√
cosmj+1(φj)

cosmk+1(φk)
dk

]]
(b)
=

∫ ∞

0

[ K∏
j=1,j ̸=k

P

[
dj > P̂jm̂j

√
cosmj+1(φj)

cosmk+1(φk)

× dk

]
fdk(l)dl, (8)

where (a) is given using (3). For clarity of exposition, we
define P̂j =

√
Pj

Pk
and m̂j =

√
mj+1
mk+1 in (b). With the help

of PPP, the probability, P[No AP closer than l] = e−πλl
2

where the transition length, l, is Rayleigh distributed [20],
[21].

fdk(l) =
1−P[No AP closer than l]

dl
= 2πλkle

−πλkl
2

(9)
Thus,

K∏
j=1,j ̸=k

P

[
dj > P̂jm̂j

√
cosmj+1(φj)

cosmk+1(φk)
dk

]

=

K∏
j=1,j ̸=k

P[No AP closer than dj > P̂jm̂j

×

√
cosmj+1(φj)

cosmk+1(φk)
dk in the j-th tier]

=

K∏
j=1,j ̸=k

e
−πλj

[
P̂jm̂j

√
cos

mj+1
(φj)

cosmk+1(φk)
dk

]2

(10)

Combining (8), (9), and (10), we obtain:

Ak =2πλk

∫ ∞

0

l exp

{
− π

K∑
j=1,j ̸=k

λj

[
P̂jm̂j

×

√
cosmj+1(φj)

cosmk+1(φk)
dk

]2
− πλkl

2

}
dl. (11)

For different APs in the same tier, j = k, P̂j = 1 and
m̂j = 1. Thus, we obtain the user association probability in



multi-tier LiFi networks as:

Ak =2πλk

∫ ∞

0

l exp

{
− π

K∑
j=1

λj

[
P̂jm̂j

×

√
cosmj+1(φj)

cosmk+1(φk)
dk

]2}
dl. (12)

Also, change of variables l2 = t, can be employed. Thus,
the defined function in (12), can be simplified to:

Ak =
λkPkmk cos

mk+1(φk)∑K
j=1 λjPjmj cosmj+1(φj)

. (13)

The derived closed-form expression shows the relation-
ship between the probability of user associated with k-th
tier and other parameters such as AP density, transmit
power, Lambertian index. To obtain the numerical result of
user association probability, the coverage boundary of the
secondary cell should be calculated because of cosmk+1(φk)
and cosmj+1(φj) expressions in (13). More details about
secondary cell coverage radius is given in [13].

IV. ENERGY AND SPECTRAL EFFICIENCY OF
MULTI-TIER LIFI NETWORKS

With the help of the stochastic geometry, we can model
and analyze the behaviour of a UE and APs in the system
model. Then the obtained results will be generalized to the
whole network. It is important to note that as the same
frequency and light spectrum is reused in each LiFi AP in
the same tier, therefore, the signal received from unintended
LiFi AP in the same tier is perceived as interference. To this
end, the Signal-to-Interference-plus-Noise Ratio (SINR) in
the LiFi for the user u connected to the LiFi AP k is given
by [22]:

SINRu,k =
(Pu,kHu,kR)2∑K

j=1,j ̸=k(Pu,jHu,jR)2 +NLiFiBLiFi
(14)

where R is PDs responsivity, NLiFi is the single sided power
spectral density (PSD) of LiFi noise, BLiFi is the single-sided
bandwidth of the LiFi system.

In this work, one of the most widely used optical modula-
tion schemes, DCO-OFDM, is preferred. In DCO-OFDM, a
direct current bias is added to generate a unipolar signal. In
addition, to realise real-valued OFDM waveform, Hermitian
symmetry is imposed on the subcarriers of the OFDM
frames. Thus, the capacity estimation can be conducted us-
ing the Shannon-Hartley theorem to calculate the efficiency
of the LiFi network [23]. The ergodic capacity is the average
rate between the LiFi AP k and user u is calculated in [24],
[23] as follow:

Ck = E[log2(1 + SINRu,k)]. (15)

Network architecture is designed based on trade-offs
between SE and EE. However, it should be emphasized that
there is no clear advantage of one metric over the other.
Both of them are equally important, and considered when a
network is designed.

In this part, EE and SE, which are the maximum total
number of bits that the network can deliver per Joule and
the sum of the maximum average data rates, are evaluated
in regard to multi-tier LiFi networks. Along the lines of [7],
the SE can be formulated as

ηSE =

K∑
k=1

AkCk
BLiFi

, (16)

where Ak and Ck are user association probability and the
ergodic capacity of each user in the k-th tier, respectively.
Additionally, the EE of the system can be determined
as [25]:

ηEE =

K∑
k=1

AkCk
Ptotal

. (17)

According to [26], it is possible to model power consump-
tion of LiFi access point like Ptotal =

∑K
j=1 αjPj+βj where

Pj denotes the electrical power due to data transmission,
βj is non-transmission related power consumption, which
corresponds to the hardware power consumption such as
electronic circuits, processors, and backup batteries [27].
Also, internal losses like the feeders cause the difference
between consumed and radiated power. Thus, αj represents
this difference as a scaling factor.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION AND NUMERICAL
RESULTS

In this section, we discuss the performance results of
the multi-tier LiFi networks. Unless otherwise stated, the
system has two tiers, the relationship between transmit
powers is set as P1 = 5P2 = 10 W and the tier densities
λ1 = 0.3λ2 = 1 [node/m2] for this illustration environ-
ment. To show the effect of different Lambertian indices
on the performance, the semiangle at half illuminance of
the transmitters are selected as in Table I. Also, simulation
parameters used throughout the paper are shown in Table II.

Fig. 3 shows the relationship between user association
probability for the primary tier, A1, and transmit powers
proportion of different tiers, P1/P2. Due to two tiers system,
the user assocaition probability for the secondary tier is
A2 = (1−A1). With the increase in the primary tier transmit
power compared to the secondary tier, the user association
probability of the primary tier also increases. This is because
the ROI of the primary tier gets higher as transmit power
of the primary tier increases, which means that users are
attached more easily to the primary tier. On the other hand,
the greater Lambertian index of the secondary tier is a reason
for the higher user association probability for the primary
tier. It should be highlighted that the greater values of the

Table I: Lambertian indices of the access points

Semiangle at Half Illuminance
Lambertian Indices Primary Acces Point Secondary Access Point

mp = ms 60◦ 60◦

mp > ms 30◦ 60◦

mp < ms 60◦ 30◦
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Fig. 3: User association probability of primary tier for
varying proportion of transmitter powers in a LiFi network.
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Fig. 4: Spectral efficiency of a multi-tier LiFi network for
different Lambertian indices and transmit powers.

Lambertian index have smaller values of the semi-angle at
half illuminance of the transmitter such as in Table I. As
expected, a larger semiangle at half illuminance provides a
wider coverage area for the primary tier, mp < ms, when
compared with mp > ms. Because the coverage area of the
primary tier for the case mp < ms is wider than other cases,
the user association probability for the primary tier is also
higher than others.

Furthermore, Fig. 4 shows that SE grows rapidly with
the transmit power, however, it almost saturates after some
point. In this case the larger Lambertian index is the advan-
tage for SE and EE due to providing a smaller coverage
area. Network densification with small coverage areas is
considered to improve the SE and EE of next-generation
mobile networks. Thus, the greater value of the Lambertian
index for the primary tier has a higher value of SE and EE.
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Fig. 5: Energy efficiency of a multi-tier LiFi network for
different Lambertian indices and transmit powers.
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Fig. 6: Trade-off between energy and spectral efficiency of
a multi-tier LiFi network in terms of different Lambertian
indices and varying primary tier transmit power.

Besides, Fig. 5 shows that an increase in the transmit power
cannot help to improve EE after a threshold.

As a significant result of this paper, Fig. 6 demonstrates
the trade-off between EE and SE, showing that improving
SE does not always accompany an EE enhancement. In fact,
the concavity of the curves proves the existence of an
optimum point in the trade-off between EE and SE. Besides,
it can be observed that this happens approximately when SE
approaches its saturation region.

The obtained results are valid and consistent with the
previous network level works, especially in terms of the SE
saturating after some point, an increase in the transmit power
does not improve the EE after a threshold, and the trade-off
between SE and EE [5], [6], [24]. It is also to be highlighted
that this paper is a preliminary work on EE and the SE of



Table II: Simulation Parameters

Parameter Value
Photodiode Responsivity (R) 0.53 A/W
Room Dimensions 10 x 10 x 3 m
UE Height 0.75 m
SAP Height 1.2 m
PAP Height 3 m
Bandwidth per LiFi AP (BLiFi) 40 MHz
PSD of LiFi Noise (NLiFi) 10−21A2/Hz
Receiver Effective Area (Ar) 1 cm2

Field of View (FOV) of PD (ψcon) 60◦

Gain of Optical Filter (g(ψj) 1
Filter Transmission (Ts) 1
Scaling Factors (α1, α2) {3, 2}
Non-transmission Related
Power Consumption (β1, β2)

{10, 5 } W

multi-tier LiFi networks. Thus, a dynamic control approach
or other system models will be the subject of further studies.
The result of this work provides better system-level design
insight for the energy and spectral efficient LiFi networks
and it contributes to shaping more realistic scenarios.

VI. CONCLUSION
In this work, EE and SE are analyzed as key performance

metrics for the multi-tier LiFi networks. Based on received
optical intensity, the closed-form expression for the user
association for different tiers is derived with the help of
stochastic geometry. From the closed-form expressions, it
is clear that AP density, transmit power, and Lambertian
index are crucial parts of the multi-tier LiFi networks.
In addition, numerical evaluations showed that energy and
spectral efficiency has an optimum point for the trade-
off. The results are valuable in practical LiFi design and
development.
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